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In these slides we will be exploring how the decisions we make as designers affect how our visualizations are interpreted. 



“visualization is the result of numerous 
choices involving a range of people (those 
who want the visualisation to be made, 
those making it, and others in between)”

Kennedy, H., et al. (2016) The work that 

visualization conventions do. 
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As the Seeing Data project noted in their research: “visualization is the result of numerous choices involving a range of people (those who want the visualisation to be made, those making it, and others in between)”.



Data viz is not neutral

Designers (us!) make decisions

• what data to use in the first place

• what to include, what to exclude

• how to narrate what we’re visualizing

And people often interpret data viz as appearing neutral

• particularly in comparison with prose
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�Designers (us!) make decisionswhat data to use in the first placewhat to include, what to excludehow to narrate what we’re visualisingpeople often interpret data viz as  appearing neutralparticularly in comparison with prose or qualitative analysis.�Data visualisations are powerful tools, in that they communicate and influence people to see the world in a particular way, and rest on the belief by viewers that they are accurate. �The fact that we use numbers in our graphs is what gives the impression of neutrality and build trust in viewers because numbers give the impression of being impersonal, universally understandable and objective. �But the choices we make as designers is not an automated process and there are a series of decisions we make that influence how people perceive the data we are presenting to them. We’ve previously examined a similar idea in our video series on Edward Tufte’s ‘Visual Display of Quantitative Information’ where we talked about the idea of the ‘lie factor’ - which essentially means that the size of the effect shown in graphic has to be equal to the size of effect in data.�But in interviews conducted for the Seeing Data project, we can see that the decisions about how we portray data go far beyond this. So it's not just about the type of graph you decide to create, the layout, shapes, and colours schemes that you choose. What data visualisers have to carefully consider is the elements of the data that they choose to include, and what perspectives they will give as a result. �



“aura of 
objectivity”

a) two-dimensional viewpoints

b) clean layouts

c) geometric shapes and lines 

d) the inclusion of data sources. 
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What designers do is create ‘an aura of objectivity’, as found by the Seeing Data project research, that plays a role in creating a sense of objectivity, of being factual and transparent. There are four elements that contribute to this ‘aura’:�a) two-dimensional viewpoints; b) clean layouts; c) geometric shapes and lines; and d) the inclusion of data sources. �Let’s explore these further.



A) Two-dimensional viewpoints

Source: 2011 Census Map Analysis –
Percentage of Respondents Born in 

the UK (Office for
National Statistics)

In: Kennedy, H., et al. (2016) The work 
that visualization conventions do
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So what we mean by two dimensional viewpoints is either a front-on view, for when we are looking at a graph with an x and y axis. Or there is the top-down view, like in a pie chart or a map. �For example, in this figure showing  the Percentage of Respondents Born in the UK in the 2011 Census, it gives the viewer a ‘god-like’ effect as they look over the data presented to them. �However, we don’t want to include three-dimensional perspectives purely for aesthetic reasons – this is frowned upon by data visualisers and we have seen this before with Edward Tufte’s theories. However, some researchers note that in using the front-on, or top-down views, sometimes we are in effect “neutralising” different perspectives and In this sense some two dimensional viewpoints will give the impression of objectivity but are not. �



A) Two-dimensional viewpoints

Source: Benjamin Hennig  (2019). ‘Cartographic perspectives of the 2019 General Election’, in UK 
Election Analysis 2019: Media, Voters and the Campaign.
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There are many ways in which new 2D perspectives are generated in spatial data analysis, as we can in these graphs that show the voter turnout for the 2019 General Elections in the UK. Here the map is distorted by the geographical view (using a choropleth map) , the constituency view (using the hexagon method) and the population view (using a cartograph map). �Part of the problem with maps is that we are converting a 3D globe into a 2D image, and the traditional Mercator Projection has been widely criticised for producing a perspective that emphasised the then powerful imperial position of the UK. Therefore, as with other visualisations, interrogating how maps are made is important, in order to uncover the purposes behind their making. We will be exploring Maps and Spatial Data Analysis more in our next video series.�



b) Clean Layouts
Source: Non-UK Born Census 

Populations 1951-2011 (Office for 
National Statistics)

In: Kennedy, H., et al. (2016) The work 
that visualization conventions do
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Clean Layouts:Normally, we don’t really see a lot of decoration in data visualisations - Edward Tufte was a particular fan of creating graphs as simply as possible and this has been a long-standing tradition. Part of this absence of decoration is because it is important to present data without distractions. An example of this is this figure on Non-UK Born Census Populations 1951-2011, there is minimal text, clear use of colours and labels, and really only the essentials are here that we need to understand the data and graph itself. �Again, Edward Tufte really promote this, as we saw with his data-ink ratio that encouraged maximize the data-ink ratio and above all show the data as this would essentially make the data be the central focus. Tufte argued that decorative elements added a lot of ‘chart junk’ that was superfluous to the data. The resulting simplicity in the graphs, as argued by the Seeing Data project research, creates an ‘aura’ of objectivity as it gives the impression that the data itself is simple and straightforward, which therefore ignores the decisions that are made about what data to show, the statistical analysis applied and potential data that was omitted. Instead, the viewer only sees the simple end-result.�This sense of simplicity obscures the complexity of data and their visualisation makes viewers think that they can ‘see’ the accuracy of the data: there’s this idea of here the data, uncluttered and clear. ��



C) Geometric shapes and lines

Source: The Global Flow of People 
(Nikola Sander, Guy J. Abel & Ramon 

Bauer, Wittgenstein Centre for 
Demography and Global Human 

Capital)

In: Kennedy, H., et al. (2016) The work 
that visualization conventions do
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We use different geometric shapes in our data visualisations to represent a multitude of things - including stock prices, incomes, voters, people and, their characteristics - we can essentially apply it to anything. However, some researchers argue that these shapes oversimplify what they represent, where we end up representing something in a really abstract way. In this sense we a using something really simple to show something quite complex – there’s this idea that we are throwing away 99 percent of what is specific about each object to represent only 1 per cent – where we are trying to reveal patterns across this 1 per cent of objects’ characteristics.�This can result in the oversimplification of data. �What shapes do is simplify the lived reality of the experiences of the people in the data visualisations. For example, in this visualisation, The Global Flow of People, the chord diagram uses ribbons to represent different migration paths. The graph looks simple and precise, but the problem is that the migration journey is normally anything but - migrants often face uncertainty, visa hurdles, sometimes different transitionary positions, or considerable barriers and struggles to gain recognition as migrants.�So as the Seeing Data project noted, what shapes sometimes do is create the illusion of neatness, regardless of whether the data itself is neat. �



D) The inclusion of data sources

How can graphs give the impression of openness 
and transparency?

• source cited in the graph itself

• identifies what methods have been used
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When sources for the data in a graph are listed in the graph, it often gives the impression of accurateness because it seems that the visualiser is being transparent. �If we return to the idea of ‘doing good with data’, we see that data visualizers aim to do good with their work by remaining true and accurate to the datasets that they work with. This is incredibly important, and part of our responsibility as designers of graphs. Including our sources is a way of trying to show that we have tried to remain true and accurate to the data.�However, just because the data source is listed doesn't mean that the data viz is accurate/fair/truthful - although it is a step in the right direction. Part of the problem is that non-specialist in quantitative data analysis would’nt necessarily be able to check the raw data for accuracy. �Even when visualisations include their methods - that is how they analysed the data, through calculations and treatment etc, it encourages the audience to trust the graphs. So while it gives the impression of transparency and ‘an aura of objectivity’,, it doesn’t mean that the data has been presented accurately.��



Seeing Data: Data Visualization 
is not neutral
Dr Alexandra Anderson
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To conclude, we should note that a lot of the things we do as data visualisers is not purposefully to deceive - but remaining aware of the decisions we make and how they influence people to interpret our graphs, will make us better designers.�
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